
Intuitive processing of sales orders  
for all your sales channels

Once you’ve secured your sales, your customer will expect an efficient 
experience through to order delivery. Our Sales Order Processing module 
allows your sales team to do just that. It offers accurate, rapid, reliable  
handling of order processing. 

Process your sales by telephone, via the web, online shopping channel 
(Amazon & eBay), trade counter or showroom using prof.ITplus. You’ll have 
all the information you need: order history, stock availability, special pricing, 
alternative product offerings, delivery dates and credit control.

The extremely useful ‘haggle’ feature 
highlights order profitability as you 
discuss price and automatically 
compares it to company guidelines, 
enabling margins to be maintained 
while rapidly closing a sale. 

Your customers will be impressed with 
the speed of your decisions regarding 
price and your sales team can move on 
to the next sale.

SALES ORDER 
PROCESSING

Comprehensive functionality  
to achieve your sales

At a glance
Eliminates burden of  
excess administration

Provide swift, efficient 
customer service

Cross-sell, up-sell and  
suggest related products

Manage complex pricing 
structures

View instant profit margin  
of order



ROAD - Mobile App

The sophisticated search functions within prof.ITplus mean that, at the click of a 
button, you can quickly and easily display details on:

 Order history

 Stock availability

 Special pricing

 Alternative stock offerings

 Purchase order delivery dates

 Credit control

Processing sales in prof.ITplus, via whatever channel, is designed to be as quick 
and accurate as possible. Its range of intuitive features and commands are in place 
to ensure there is no re-keying of information required and workflow is rapid. 

All your sales orders in one place, streamlined and integrated with all your 
other business processes for maximum productivity.

 Quickly and easily view order history whilst on the phone to a customer

 Build a customer order quickly and easily from previously purchased 
items

 Automatically generate email order acknowledgments for those 
customers that require them

 Identify delivery dates for each line item on an order if required

 Ensure a prompt is set to ask for purchase order number  
(for customers who won’t pay without one)

 Easily handle forward orders and call-off orders

 Sell in a variety of units – item, box, inner, outer, pallet

A whole host of features to get your orders 
processed quickly and accurately

Our business software 
experts are waiting to 
hear from you:

01299 873 873

ogl.co.uk/software

software@ogl.co.uk

Don’t just take our word for it...

George Lodge & Sons, Hull
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“ “

We chose prof.ITplus (formerly Neptune) 
over Microsoft Great Plains and Sage 
MMS because it offered a tailor-made 

solution to all our requirements and all of 
the requests we made to OGL were met 
with positive answers. prof.ITplus gives  

us everything we need and more.

A new mobile app that enables your field-based 
staff to handle enquiries, quotes and orders  
remotely.  The app can be used both on or offline, 
and will automatically sync with prof.ITplus later 
delivering greater efficiency for your staff.

• Scan barcodes for quick product identification

• Customer pricing and stock levels visible from prof.ITplus

• Work on and offline, sync to prof.ITplus later

• Fully integrated with prof.ITplus

• Launch SalesVision from within ROAD

Available for Android and Apple devices.


